Experimental Demonstration Of Real Time Gradient Gain Correction For Sodium Beacon Laser Guide Star
Katia Shtyrkova' * , Michael D. Oliker2, Kevin P. Vitayaudom Abstract: One of the problems associated with the use of the sodium laser guide star as a beacon for an adaptive optics system is the changes in the sensitivity of the wavefront sensor caused by the extended nature of the sodium layer. Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors use quad cell detectors to estimate the amount of x-and y-gradients in each subaperture. The gradients are multiplied by a constant gain factor that is equal in the x and y directions. Due to the non-zero thickness of the sodium layer. the wavefront sensor sees an elongated. rather than round. spot, which causes different gains in the x-and y-directions. This directly impacts the reconstructed phase and thus degrades the closed loop AO performance. This paper presents an experimental demonstration of the null space technique that allows for real time extended spot gain correction in a closed loop AO operation. The implementation of the technique in the ASALT laboratory testbed is described. system performance degradation for incorrect gains is measured. and null space corrected performance for different atmospheres is presented. • ATS -Atmospheric Turbulence Simulator (hardware on the table)
• OM -Defonnable Mirror
• LGS -Laser Guide Star
• NGAS -Sodium Guidestar Adaptive Optics for Space Situational Awareness
• NUGE -Non-Unifonn Gain Experiment
• RTR -Real Time Reconstructor
• SH -Shack Hartmann
• SM -Steering Mirror
• SRI -Self Referencing Interferometer
• WFS -Wavefront Sensor
Introduction
The Air Force Research Laboratory's Starfire Optical Range uses a sodium laser guide star as a beacon for its 3.5 m telescope AO system. Sodium laser guide stars have been used for the purpose of beacons in adaptive optics since 1997 [I] . While they provide significantly improved closed loop perfonnance over Rayleigh beacons, they also pose numerous problems. Some of those problems are associated with the sodium layer, such as its varying thickness, changing density of the scatterers (column abundance), and extended nature of the fonned beacon. This paper focuses on the extended nature of the beacon and its effects on the LGS WFS response, which leads to the degradation of the reconstructed phase, and consequently decreased Strehl ratio.
The mesospheric sodium layer is located at about 90 Ian above the sea level, and has a thickness that varies from 8 to 16 km [2] . Due to this considerable thickness, a LGS created in this layer by a laser beam tuned to the sodium D2 line at 589 nm, appears as an extended source (see Figure I ). The ex tended nature of the source presents two potential problems for WFS . First, the spots will appear ex tended on the WFS camera. Second, the spms wi ll look diffe rent from sub-aperture to sub-aperture, and thu s the WFS gains in each sub-aperture wi ll differ from one another.
Numerous model s have been proposed by the astronomica l co mmunity that estimate the effects of both the extended nalllre of the beacon and the per-sub-apertu re ga in vari ations [3 ] . [4] . [5] . Mos t C0l11111 0n techn iques include the per-sub-aperture specifi c gain s applicati ons [6] , noise-optimal matched filter spot pos it ion est imation algori thm [7] , [8] , dy namic refocusin g of the telescope WI, and dy nami call y steered SI-I sub-apertures [10] ,
In this paper we present a perspective elongation solution, based on the slope di screpancy space of the reconstructor matrix. Perspective elongation is assumed to vary on ly in the x-and y-directi ons of the primary aperture, and not on the sub-apertu re basis. The null space of the recons tructor is used in ordcr 10 separatc ex tended beacon effects from the atmospheri c tu rbulence, reference projecti on into the nu ll space is co mpared with the frame-by -frame gradi ents, and correction fnctor is cnlculated and applied to gradients in renl time. Figure I shows the geometry of the sod ium layer with relation to the primary imaging telescope. and the sodium beacon launchi ng telescope. Di stance between the launching and imaging telescopes, thickness of the sodium laycr, and the zenith angle are the primary variables responsible fo r the extended nature of the sodillm LGS.
EfTects of th e Ex tended Sou rce
-----:::: .____1.cl= . _ Z. In astronomical AD systems, Shack-Hartmann WFS s are most common ly used for sensing the wavefront of LGS. The sensor cons ists of a lens let nrray. where each lens (each sub-ape rture) is followed by a quad cell detector (2 x 2 array of ac ti ve pixels), or hi gher resolution detector. which is lypically binned down to a 2 x 2 quad ce ll. A typica l quad ce ll with a focused spot on it is shown in Figure 2 . The grad ien ts for such a sub-aperture are calc ulated us ing formu las I and 2. where <I, b. c. and d are li ght in tensi ties measured by corresponding pixe ls. and subsequent ly mu lt iplied by a ca libration factor. which takes into account loca l measured biases.
SenSitivity of the WFS for a particular spot size can be detenn ined by scann ing the spot across the quad ce ll , and plotti ng calculated gradients versus the spot centroid. The resulting plot is call ed 11 transfer curve (or. sometimes . the S-curve), where the slope in the middle is the sensitivity of the WFS , and the inverse o f the slope is the gain. For a round spot. x-and y-gains are equal (see Figure 2 ). Larger spots produce less steep curves, the sensitiv ity goes down, and the ga ins of the WFS go up, as is illustrated in Figure 3 . When the object being imaged is ex tended. the quad ce ll has different x-and y-responses. which results in the transfer curves, and subsequent ly sensiti vities and gains being different in the x-<l nd y-direct ions. Figure 4 shows a simulated ob long spot along with correspondi ng x-and y-transfer curves. Figure 5 shows ACS software simu lation data for a high resolution SH camera for sodium beacon LGS with mild turbulence. TIle apparent extension oft hc SpOl varies from sub-aperture to sub-apcrture, though only one sub-uperture is show n. Produced tran sfer curves for x-and y-directions are shown on the right in Figure 5 . It is important to po int out (hat, even though (he curves look almost identical, the change in sensit ivity, and thus the change in gain s between the x-and y-directions is significant. Data calcu lated directl y from Figure 5 is shown in Table I , where the change in going from x-to y-gains is 14.54%. This is Si gnificant and will no ti ceably degrade lhe Strehl ratio of the closed loop performance. The prob lem thaI this paper addresses is dynumicall y chang in g gains of the WFS. which arc caused by the extended nature of sodium beacon. and arc uncorrccled in normal closed loop AO runs.
Transrer curves ror ACS NaB simulation Table I . Sensitivities and gains in x-and y-for NaB ACS simulated spots. one sub-aperture.
Theoretical Solution -The Nu ll Space of th e Reconstructor
The solution to perspective clongalion presented in thi s paper identifies system degradations due to the atmosphcrc and el ongated sources separately. AFRL developed the Nullspace algorithm for gain correcti on, which uses the null space of the reconstructor to look for gradie nt bleed through. The null space (s lope d iscrepancy space) of the reconstruction matrix contains very littl e reconstructible atmospheric energy (almos t none), howcver it docs see the gradient components. By projecting the reference gradi ent CO Illponents into thc nu ll space, and comparing them with framc-by-frame gradient projections, we calcu latc the so-called gradient "bleed through", wh ich shows the effects of the extcnded beacon on the frame-by-frame grad ients.
NlIlI Space of the Reconstructor
To ex plain the concept of null space in more detai l, we slart with the G matrix, which is used to map the phase into grad iems. Fi gure 6 (left) shows the G matrix decomposed into three separate matrices by singu lar value decomposition method: G = U· S · V T . The V matrix consists of the orthogonal unit vectors that span the space of act ive milTOr actuators. The U matrix consists of orthogonal unit vectors thai span the space of all possible gradients. Note that the number of ac tive gradie nts is greater than the number of actuators by about a facto r of two, whi ch means the system is overdetemlined. The S matrix takes the amount of one mode in V and scales it to the corresponding element of U. By taking the pseudo-inverse of G. the RTR matrix is obtained. which takes in the grad ients and reconstructs the phase. The RTR matrix can be expressed simil arl y in term s of U, S, and V matri ces: RT R = V . Sim' . U T -see Fi gure 6 (ri ght). The rows of the U T matrix span the space of all possibl e grad ients (it creates the gradient " modes"). By mu lti plying U T by the vec tor of frame-by-frame gradi ents, we get the amount of grad ien ts in each of the possible gradient modes. Siln' mat rix convel1S possible gradients to mirror actuators. However. on ly the fi rst M x 2N gradient modes (where M is the number of active actu ators, 2N is the number of possibl e gradients) are converted into the reconstructed phase, which corresponds to possibl e reconstructible modes of the reconstructor. The remaining
modes are mu ltiplied by zero, they are not affected by the atmospheric energy and are not mani fes ted in the resulting reconstructed phase. Those modes span the null space. Note that the null space model was origi nall y developed for NGAS program, and the dimensions of the G, U. S. V and RTR matrices show n in Figure 6 correspond to the system parameters o f NGAS. Ve ry litt le reconstruc ti bl e atmospheric energy gets into the null space, with the exception of hi gh frequency modes. wh ich cannot be correc ted by the OM . By lOOking at the power spectral density of each mode for reconstructible modes and for nu ll space modes, it is apparent that the null space does not contain much of the reconstructib le atmospheric energy. Figure 7 illu strates the concept. For the reconstructibl e modes (left plot) go ing fro m open loop to closed loop (from blue to red curves), the energy at lower fre quencies decreases sign ifi cantl y. The energy at hi gher freque ncies is unchanged due to the inabi lity of the closed loop AO to compensate for higher frequency turbu lence. By contrast, the power in the null space modes (right plot) remain s near identi ca l in open (bl ue cu rve) and closed (red curve) loop. This Signifies th e fact (hat the OM does not affect the energy in null space, and thus it can be used to sense changes in the system unaffected by the atmosphere.
[ 
Calculations behilld /he algorithm
Applying the Null space algorithm to closed loop AO daHl incl udes two pan s -the offlin e part. which is done once. and the online pari . which is ca lculated on each frame of the new gradi ents data. For the new reconstructor and/or new reference , the offlin e pan needs to be calcu lated again . Suppose the number of acti ve X-gradi ents, equal 10 the number of ac tive Y-gradients, is N: the number of acti ve actuators is M.
Offl ine:
• Singular Value Decompos iti on is used to calculate the nul l space o f the reconstructor, thi s matrix is called Z ([2N -M] x 2N) . Z maps the gradie nts into the null space.
• II shows how much of the X-and y. reference is present in the null space.
• Gradiellls2Sellsifi vily operator is found by lllu hipJying Modes2Sensitil'ity matrix (2 x [2N -!\tl ]) by Z matrix ([2N -MJ x 2N ) . The result ing matrix has dimensions o r 2 x 2N. it maps gradient s directly into the sensiti viti es . In other words, it com-8 bines the calculation of the null space components of the gradients with that of extracting the sensitivities from those null space components.
Online:
• Gradients2Sensitivity operator is used on frame-by-frame gradients to calculate the new sensitivities.
• Gain is calculated as the inverse of the sensitivity: Gain = 1/ Sensitivity.
• The gains are updated according to the control law:
Experimental Setup

J. ASALT Lab Optical Bench Layout
The ASALT Laboratory provides a complete bench-top AO system with a capability to simulate a number of atmospheric conditions. The layout of the optical bench used to test the Nullspace algorithm is shown in Figure 8 . Note that the system, along with all the atmospheric parameters simulated, is scaled to mimic a 1.5 m telescope system, but could also be scaled to other telescope sizes. A 1550 nm laser is used to simulate the point source (see Section 5.2 for simulation of the extended source) that takes the light through the atmospheric turbulence simulator, which includes two relay telescopes and two phase wheels etched with the Kolmogorov structure function. By exchanging the field lenses and positions of relay telescopes, and by controlling the speed of phase wheel rotations, atmospheric parameters such as Fried's coherence length, Rytov number, and Greenwood frequency can be controlled. Next, the aberrated light beam reflects off the steering mirror, which removes global tip/tilt. The light is then reflected onto offaxis parabolic mirrors, bringing the beam to a collimated space, where the OM applies high order correction to the beam. A Xinetics 941 actuator OM with 31x31 actuators was used for this experiment. After the OM, the light is sent to beamsplitters, which separate the beam into different paths -a SH WFS path, a Scoring Camera path, and a Self-Referencing Interferometer path. The wavefront sensor used for the Nullspace experiment was a 24x24 sub-aperture Shack-Hartmann WFS, with 2x2 active pixel quad cells. A 128xl28 pixel scoring camera was used to monitor system performance. 
Modeling file Extended SOllrce
While the technique described in Ihis paper focuses on correct ing the gains of the WFS due to the extended nature of the source, at the time of this experiment, the ASALT Lab did not have the extended optical source to accurately mimic the sodium beacon. In order to simulate the extended source. the gains of the WFS were intentionally degraded through data post-process ing. Gain error was introduced by multiplying closed loop no turbulence (vacuum propagation) gradient gains by a constant factor prior 10 cl os ing the loop. Two incorrect gain factor s were used: kx for x gradients, and ky for y gradients.
The gradients were multiplied as fo!1ow s:
(5) Figure 9 shows the perfect spot for closed loop AO run on the left, and the spot created by setting kx=O.4 and ky=O.2 on the right. By varying the magnitude of kx and ky, the elongation of the sou rce can be varied in two different direction s. For most of the tests prese nted in this paper, gain fac tors were set at kx=O.4. ky=O.2. Such values result in poor closed loop performance when the extended nature of the sou rce is uncorrected. While for the real sodium beacon the performance degradation due to the given thickness of the sodium layer is nowhere ncar as dramatic, the purpose of thi s paper is to demonstrate that the Nu ll space algorithm works well for the worst possib le scenario. 
Control System
The ASALT Lab control system uses an interactive environment that combines hardware and software elements, which are run from different computers, as components on the central layout. Figure 10 shows a snap shot of the control layout, which captures one frame (one iteration) of data. Individual components (blocks in Figure 10 ) are either hardware elements (DM, cameras, tracking controllers, ATS), or software elements, called "processing nodes" that perform specific calculations/data manipulation. Each component has a certain number of inputs, outputs, and so called configuration items, allowing various parameters to be changed dynamically during data runs. Each experiment has its own layout designed for it, with particular components built into it. The flow of data collection is established by connecting all the required components in a specified sequence. Table 2 shows several sets of atmospheric parameters that were used to test the Nullspace algorithm. Note that for three test runs, a combination of ro and Rytov were varied, ranging from severe to mild turbulence. For three other runs, ro and Rytov were held constant, but Greenwood frequency was varied. For separate three runs, atmospheric conditions were kept constant, but extended beacon gains kx and ky were changed in order to demonstrate that the algorithm works well with sources of different perspective elongation.
Parameter Space
Data Set Thrbulence Set ro(cm) Rytov fG(Hz) kx ky Figure 11 shows the green Nullspace-corrected Strehl data on top, and frame-by-frame kx and ky gradient gains on the bottom (blue and red).
• The gains started at kx=O.4. ky=O.2, as was intent ionall y set up to simu late tile ex tended source, remained constant unti l frame 50, and started c limbing lip unti l they were nearly I (correct value) for frames 150 on. Figure 12 shows the framc-by-frame normalized
-C.-< ,.,.. power data for the same atmospheric condi tions as were used in Figure 11 , wi th the difference that the power in a 3x3 bucket was normalized by th at of the closed loop correct gains case. By doing so, performance improvements due to the Null space algorithm were isolated from other changes that might have occu rred in the system. Note that the pink curve is now always at I. since it is norma lized by itse lf at eac h frame. The blue and green curves are two identi cal Nu ll space runs, which start oul at Ihe bolt om, and e nd up ftuclUating arou nd th e best closed loop AD performance. There was virtually no difference betwee n the two Nu ll space run s: they were taken in order (0 verify the repeatab ility of the algorithm.
, .
I . . , . _ .. ;21 . . Figure 13 shows several more Strehl plols that ill ustrate how well the algorithm worked for the different atmospheres presented in Tab le 2. Note that for the data shown in the upper left corner in Fi gure 13, we used a different set of fi el d lenses compared to all other data sets. Thi s co uld ex plain the fact that th is data set has lllorC stable pl ots and higher mean Strehl. For claw shown in the lowe r left corner of Figure 13 , Strehl rati o is varying high ly for both correct and incorrec t gai ns. Thi s is due to the fac t th at our system was not fas t enough (0 correct for hi gh Greenwood frequencies. The imponant point is that the uncorrected extended gains plot is way below the correct gains onc (the black c urve is way below the pink cu rve), and the Nu ll space corrected plot lines up very well with the regu lar closed loop AD one. For lowe r right plot in Figure 13 . the Greenwood frequency was set even hi gher. at 82.6 Hz (based on I kHz syste m speed)., however the control filter gain was adjusted so that the sys tem could keep up with the turbul ence belter. Thi s exp la ins beller c losed loop AD performance (pink cu rve) compared 10 lower left plot data, where Ie was 52.9 Hz, but the control gain was un adjusted. The important point is that the Nullspnce pe rformance is consistently good for both data sets, bringing the Strehl back to the reg ul ar AD performance level in eac h case. 
Conclusion
We demonstrated that real time WFS gain correction technique based on null space of the reconstructor works well to improve the closed loop AD perfonnance in various turbulence regimes. The technique is relatively insensitive to atmospheric conditions: for low to moderate turbulence, the Nullspace algorithm brings the system perfonnance all the way up to the best possible closed loop AD perfonnance; for more severe turbulence cases, the Nullspace technique does not go quite all the way to perfect closed loop AD level, but exhibits very significant increase in Strehl compared to data uncorrected for extended beacon gain changes. The algorithm produced stable, repeatable data with consistently improved Strehl. In the future we plan to incorporate a new optical source in the ASALT laboratory that would simulate a real extended beacon under different zenith angles. This will allow changing gains in the optical domain, as opposed to doing this in software as was done for the experiment described in this paper. In addition, the Nullspace technique needs to be combined with the algorithm that will vary gains from sub-aperture to sub-aperture based on the zenith angle and elevation. This will allow for yet a better method of compensation for extended nature of the sodium beacon. 
